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introduction

• Today, I’m going to talk about 

morality in massively multiplayer 

online role-playing games

– Or, because that’s too long, mmorpgs

• Or, because even the acronym is too long, 

mmos…

• Almost aLl of what I’m going to say 

applies to other games, too

– So those of you planning on watching 

youtube for an hour can forget it… 



morality

• When I say “morality” here, I mean it 

relatively

• Each individual has their own personal 

moral code to which they (try to) adhere

• I won’t be making any absolute

statements about what is or isn’t moral 

or ethical

• What I wiLl be discussing is what 

happens when players and designers have 

diFferent views



The game conceit

• mmos present a conceit that the virtual 

world is separate from the real world

– “it’s just a game”

• This allows people to act in ways they 

can’t act in the real world

• Psychologists call this a frame

• In games studies, it’s the magic circle

– People agree to limit some behaviours so as 

to liberate other behaviours



elsewhere

• This sort of thing happens in everyday life 

aLl the time

• If you walked down the street wearing 

16th century clothes, people would 

stare

– Do it on a stage in a shakespeare play

and people accept it without comment

• It can even set the norm

– If you don’t dress in outrageous clothes at 

mardi gras in rio de janiero, you’re weird!



boundaries

• The protection of “it’s just a game” allows 

people to cross boundaries

• However, there are still boundaries

• Example: dark room sex game is played by 

two people using Wiimote controllers

• It has no graphics – only sound/haptics

• It’s a rhythm game

• players work together to reach 

orgasm fastest



frame

• dark room sex game is intended to push 
people over boundaries

• However it stiLl has boundaries

• Two male voices – yes, ha ha!

• One male voice, one donkey voice? Er…

• One adult male voice, One child voice..?

• Just because a game gives you 
permiSsion to cross a boundary, that 
doesn’t mean you wiLl cross it

– Your personal morality becomes a factor



Mmo design

• The designer of an mmo:

– Sets the fictional framework

– Provides possible actions (means)

– Provides a range of goals (motive)

– Presents events such that players have to 

make decisions as to which goals they 

should pursue and how (opportunity)

• However, players don’t know in advance 

what is expected of them

– This is part of the fun!



covenant

• Problem: if you don’t know what the game 

fully involves, how do you know if 

you’ll like it?

• Designers therefore:

– Create a set of general expectations as to 

where the boundaries lie

• moral, genre and gameplay boundaries –

we’re only interested in moral ones today, though

– Covenant with players that, even though 

they don’t know what’s coming up, it will 

fall within those boundaries



wednesday

• Wednesday addams         

(lisa loring)

• What, you want an explanation?



example

• Example: if you’re told up front that this 
is a game about kniTting, you can’t 
complain if it turns out to feature a 
lot of knitting

• However, you can complain if it involves 
stabbing people to death with a 

knitTing needle

– You would have expected the designer to 
mention that, er, point

• Likewise games about dancing, soccer 
management, killing zombies, …



Setting the tone

• Game Design is an art form

• This means designers get to determine the 

moral stance of their games

– They can’t help but do this – it’s 

intrinsic to the medium

• Players are made aware of the general

nature of this moral stance before they 

sign up

– If you know the game has guns, you can 

surmise someone is going to get shot at



context

• Through setting the context, designers 

determine the boundaries

• Example: in wow when you start to play 

as a death knight you’re under the 

influence of an evil power

– You can therefore expect to have to do 

evil things

• Note that there are still boundaries

– You don’t get asked to rape children



misunderstandings

• This doesn’t always work, because 
designers may not get their message 
acroSs properly

• Example: in oblivion I knew when I started 
that there was a chance I would get 
turned into a vampire

• I didn’t know that it was almost 
guarantEed to happen if I played the 
game all the way through

– Nor that it would be a highly distasteful
experience



change

• Mmos are ongoing projects, and sometimes 

designers want to change the boundaries

• This has to be explained outside the 

context of the game

• Star wars galaxies was losing players 

and wanted to stabilise around combat

– “new game enhancements” were announced

– People who liked crafting rather than 

combat had the chance to leave

• This is fair enough



Moral dilemmas

• When moral dilemmas arise, they are 
usually put in by the designer

– Do I feed the villagers or the nomads?

– Do I support the paranoid king or his power-
hungry heir?

• Players are Disturbed when the “right” 

solution feels like the wrong one

– “I’m supposed to make a human sacrifice?!”

• If it oversteps the moral boundary the 
players believed was in place, then The 
designer has broken the covenant



legitimacy

• Actually, designers can break the covenant 

legitimately

• You can overstep a boundary in order to 

establish it

• Example: wow quest “Zenn’s bidding”

– Kill creatures you’re not really supposed to

– Have to do a penitence quest to atone for it

• Example: wow quest “army of the damned”

– Role-play the bad guy and find out just how 

bad he is



“the art of persuasion”

• There’s quest in Wow where you are asked 

to torture a prisoner for information

– this is not something that alliance players 

have been asked to do before, ever

• The people asking you to do the torturing 

are themselves forbiDden from doing it!

• Most players did it without a second 

thought – “it’s just a game”

– However, a significant minority were 

dismayed



Meaning

• There are several explanations:

• 1) It’s an artistic statement showing 

how small incremental “just this once” 

amoral actions can lead to decay

– The bad guy, arthas, made such a descent

– This quest gives players an insight into 

how he became what he became

• But you have to say this is so!

– Or the players won’t notice it

– Or they wilL, but will think you’re a jerk



political

• 2) it’s a political statement, making an 

analogy between the “we don’t do torture”  

Kirin tor and the us government

– We don’t do torture, so we’ll hand him over 

to someone who does – you!

– Extraordinary rendition

• Again, this is a valid thing to do but you 

have to flag it up

– Otherwise, people either won’t notice or will 

think you’re a jerk



darker

• 3) the designer wanted to reflect wow’s 

growing maturity by incorporating 

edgier material

• Again, this is legitimate but only if you 

teLl people about the changes up front

– So they can stop playing if it bothers them

• I didn’t know when I bought the wrath 

of the lich king expansion that it would be 

asking me to torture non-player 

characters



default

• 4) the default situation is what 
usuaLly applies to quests

• the designer didn’t mark the quest as 
transgressing player expectations because 
he or she thought it was within them

• Well, the designer was wrong…

• Either the designer didn’t know what 
players think, or the designer didn’t 
believe torture is bad

• Either way, the designer is a jerk



coping

• Why did so many players not register 
wow’s torture quest as an issue?

• Well, maybe for them it isn’t – they 
think torture is fine

• perhaps they did register it sub-
consciously, but wanted to explore that 
aspect of their personality

• Or perhaps they had lost all sense of 
naRrative in the race to level 80

• Did you notice harry potter 7 had an 
unflagged instance of torture?



Other examples

• Wow has some other new quests that 

are alarming for players of “good” 

characters

– “tormenting the softknuckles”

– “surrender … not!”

• Some mmos have troublesome quests 

that nevertheless fit the context

• For these, you know the deal before you 

play

– therefore if you don’t like it, don’t play



context

• vanguard: saga of heroes quest “saving 
silverlake”

– 1) steal soul render device from baddies

– 2) use it to break the magical hold the 
baddies have on the local farmers

• But oh dear, it turns the farmers into zombies!

– 3) collect dust from killing netherbeasts

– 4) use dust to lure zombie farmers to miLl

– 5) Kill farmers/zombies and grind them up 
in the mill to make hamburgers

• This is a quest played for laughs…



excuses

• Some players will cheerfully use their “it’s 

just a game” argument to assert there’s 

nothing they wouldn’t do for xp!

• So … they’d do <their most abhorrent idea 

of sexual assault> to a representation of 

<the deity they worship>?

• Everyone has something that will 

shock them out of their immersion

• When you exit the frame of the magic 

circle, you exit the game



conclusion

• People play mmos within a moral 

framework primarily set by the 

designer

• players are given a sense of what this is

before they start to play

– So if you don’t like it, don’t play

• Most moral dilemmas occur within this 

framework

• However, A few moral dilemmas occur 

outside of this framework



implications

• When something happens outside of the 

moral framework, the designer has to 

indicate that this is deliberate

– So players notice it

– So players know it was for an artistic or 

political purpose

• If this doesn’t happen, then it suggests 

the designers don’t think it fell outside 

their moral framework

– “blizzard doesn’t think torture is a big deal”



Breaking boundaries

• When you’re shocked out of the context, you 

no longer frame things within that context

• Designers must convey these moral boundaries 

to players or it’s unfair

– People aren’t playing what they think they’re 

playing

• There is always some point at which reALITY 

INTRUDES AND “it’s just a game” breaks down

• “it’s all fun and games until someone loses an 

eye. Then, it’s just fun”

– Wednesday addams


